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Lake Columbia project begins comment period
Publication in today’s Federal Register begins 60-days of citizen input on the
Environmental Impact Study
BY TERRIE GONZALEZ
The public comment period for Lake Columbia, the next to the last hurdle to clear for a
404 construction permit, officially begins today.
The 60-day comment period starts just four days before Feb. 1, the seventh
anniversary of the crash of the Space Shuttle Columbia – the namesake for the new
reservoir.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers signed off on the sixth draft of the Environmental
Impact Study (EIS) in December. The Angelina-Neches River Authority plans to move
into the next phase, which involves public comments.
Once those comments have been addressed and are incorporated into the
500-plus-page application, the document will be returned to the Corps of Engineers for
a final “okay.”
After the comment period concludes, it will likely take three-to-four months to include
those comments in the EIS.
However, there are few “comparables” for ANRA to emulate as they navigate federal red
tape. The last federal permit issued in Texas for the construction of a new reservoir was
in April 1987, for the construction of O.H. Ivie Reservoir in Coleman, Concho and
Runnels counties.
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A lot has changed in the last two decades. The administration at the federal level has
not been conducive to large water projects. The Clean Water Act, which was instituted
in 1972, has been amended three times to help curb pollutants and establish
standards for wetlands, which serve as filters to strain out impurities. Significant
amendments were made in 1977, 1987 and 1990, which added more “t’s” to be crossed
and “i’s” to be dotted in the application.
“Even the application process has changed significantly,” said Mr. Holcomb. Back in
the ‘old days,’ the Corps of Engineers was a larger federal agency with a bigger staff,
and they drafted the EIS and application paperwork in-house. Now, the entity wishing
to construct a project must draft the application and complete the Environmental
Impact Study to Corps specifications and guidelines. It is not uncommon for drafts to be
returned for issues that involve minor edits to major re-writes.
For ANRA, the EIS submission represented a sixth attempt to meet and exceed the
guideline expectations. And the road to completion has been a long one – literally. Mr.
Holcomb estimates that he has logged 30,000 miles on his vehicle in the last nine
months of 2009. On average, he meets with the Corps twice a month, makes numerous
trips to Austin and site visits to the proposed lake site.
Mitigation for lost habitat
A major component of the EIS involves land mitigation. The Clean Water Act stipulates
that when “x” acres are taken from wildlife habitat, then “y” acres must be replaced. The
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formula used in the calculation is complex, but sometimes is as high as 3:1 ratio.
Lake Columbia will flood approximately 10,131 acres on Mud Creek between
Jacksonville and New Summerfield. However, the Corps has already agreed to two key
suggestions made by ANRA consultants. The Corps agreed that Lake Columbia will
create what is known as “fringe wetlands” along certain segments of the reservoir.
Those wetlands will be counted as part of the land mitigation. Mitigation involves
purchasing land for plant and animal habitat to replace land which is flooded.
The Corps also accepted a proposal to mitigate some of the wetlands in Southeast
Texas in the Big Thicket National Preserve. This national park was created in 1974, and
has been called the “geographic crossroads of America.” Nowhere else in the U.S. do
orchids and insectivorous plants grow in the same area as cactus. The preserve
consists of nine separate land tracts in a “chain of pearls” concept. ANRA would like to
meet mitigation requirements by paying for land that will be added to the Big Thicket
National Preserve.
“The methodologies used and the philosophies overall in the basin were, ‘How do we
address the mitigation in the Big Thicket?’ The environmental community has supported
this idea, and it makes sense,” said Mr. Holcomb, as he used a laser pointer to trace
the path of Mud Creek into the Angelina River, into Steinhagen Reservoir and through
the Big Thicket.
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The Lake Columbia calculation took into account federal law invoking “territorial waters
of the United States,” which consists of each navigable segment of Mud Creek. FreeseNichols consultants determined that Lake Columbia will need to mitigate 5,773 acres.
Once the 404 permit is received, Mr. Holcomb said that his first priority will be to
re-verify the water participants and the percentage of water they wish to own. Currently,
the 18 water participants are pledged to own 63 percent of the lake’s total. (See
sidebar.)
Two bills passed by state Rep. Chuck Hopson and state Sen. Robert Nichols in 2009
authorized the Texas Water Development Board to be a participant in Lake Columbia,
with a share not to exceed 50 percent. Legislation also removed a looming deadline
which could have jeopardized the lake, which has fallen behind schedule.
Water participants will be given an opportunity to back out of the project, keep the
same level of participation or increase their participation. The cities of Rusk and
Jacksonville, for example, have agreed to purchase five percent of Lake Columbia. The
city of Tyler, on the other hand, has previously opted in and opted out.
“I fully expect every entity will change participation by some degree,” he said. “However,
they will only have six months to decide, and the participation list will be finalized.”
Land acquisition will begin shortly after the 404 approval, and Mr. Holcomb predicts
that East Texas will feel a boon.
Some of the high-dollar projects associated with the construction will include the new
bridges for U.S. Highway 79, Texas Highway 135 and a rail line for Union Pacific. The
U.S. Highway 79 construction carries a price tag of $30 million, and the Union Pacific
bridge, $25 million.
Rep. Hopson said he has heard that some federal dollars may be available which could
help defray the highway and rail construction costs. He said he is following Lake
Columbia’s progress carefully, and he hopes the permitting process meshes with the
availability of federal funds.
Other expensive costs for Lake Columbia include the relocation of three high voltage
power lines and numerous pipelines and gas wells.
“Some of the pipelines are 70 years old and will have to be rerouted,” he said.
Delays, even minor ones, add up to higher construction costs and potentially higher
land costs. Mr. Holcomb said he is poised to see the project through to the end.
When he closes his eyes, he can see the 6,800-feet earthen dam taking shape; the
sparking waters, a full-service RV park, boat ramps and a park office with a hot pot of
coffee for game wardens and sheriff’s deputies.
It’s too early to design plans for a memorial for the lake’s namesakes – the crew
members of the Space Shuttle Columbia who perished on Feb. 1, 2003.
But that will come – once the permit 404 is approved.
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